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Curing systems for powders and lacquers
State-of-the-art gas curing systems with lowest
NOx and CO concentrations guarantee that
the Frei curers comply with any Clean Air

Economical solutions for
a cleaner environment.

Legislation. The technology permits highly
efficient curing and polymerization of powder
and wet lacquers with cost-effective utilization
of energy.
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Low NOx burners in all Frei gas operated curers !

up to 100 m/min are no problem.

Monobloc can debossing

PCB gas curer for welders with seam position at lower side.
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 New design
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natural gas
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powerful
 Clean
 Energy
saving
 Wide tin
flow area

pattern orientation is achieved
Alternatives:

 Electrichot-air
convection
 Induction

Aluminium membrane sealing

by the engagement of the
matching inner
spreading cylinders and outer
tool rolls.
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